
Irish influence on AusE - Evidence from a corpus of WW1 letters and diaries. 

Over a quarter of the early European arrivals to Australia came from Ireland, however the impact of 

the Irish on the developing distinctive variety of Australian English (AusE) does not appear to be very 

strong, a fact which has been attributed to clearly identifiable Irish features being stigmatized and 

avoided (Burridge & Musgrave, 2014). However, perhaps there was influence in more grammatical 

constructions, that may have entered below the radar of public consciousness, as Hickey (2004b) 

suggests may have happened in AusE with epistemic mustn’t. This paper investigates the possibility 

that constructions with get may also represent the kind of grammatical constructions that may have 

made their way into AusE while other more salient Irish features were being excluded. 

The corpus used consists of around 110,000 words of letters and diaries of Australian-born First 

World War soldiers, divided into two parts: around 70,000 words from soldiers with Irish 

background, and around 40,000 words from those with English background.  

Nolan (2012) suggests that get being used with a noun that is undergone or experienced, as opposed 

to being possessed, is a characteristically Irish English usage that is not found in Standard British 

English, and as such, evidence of it in AusE would seem to be attributable to Irish influence. In the 

corpus, such a construction, with examples like lucky enough to get the embrace, is found to be used 

frequently by those soldiers of Irish background, at a rate of around 85 tokens per 100,000 words, 

making up about 10% of all uses of get. Furthermore, this construction is also present in the writing 

of those with English background, at a lower frequency (58 tokens/100k words), indicating that it 

may have been spreading to AusE more generally, instead of being confined to the language of those 

with Irish background.  

Hickey (2004a) suggests that get-passives (my car got stolen) are used especially in Scottish and Irish 

English, and therefore their presence in AusE may also be attributable mainly to Irish influence 

(given the larger numbers of Irish than Scots that came to Australia). In the corpus, get-passives are 

found to be used frequently, and again, the soldiers with Irish background are found to use get-

passives with a higher frequency than those of English background. It would appear then, that get-

passives are another case in which AusE displays evidence of Irish influence.  

The strength of the conclusions that may be drawn from this data is unfortunately tempered by the 

fact that differences between Irish, Scottish and English varieties in their use of such constructions is 

not well understood. While Nolan (2012) and Hickey (2004a) claim that such differences are present, 

corpus based comparative studies which would firmly establish these claims are lacking, and as such 

represent work which is to be done. Despite, this it seems promising that these get-constructions do 

represent Irish influence on AusE.   
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